We present a theoretical framework for the generation and scattering of second-harmonic and sum-frequency light from the surface of particles of arbitrary shape in the limit of low index of refraction contrast. For homogeneous and isotropic surfaces, light scattering can be described by a finite set of scattering functions. Selection rules regarding these scattering functions are presented. We also find that the scattering functions associated with achiral and chiral surfaces are directly related to the bulk and surface linear optical form factors, respectively. Finally, we derive explicit expressions for particles of ellipsoidal shape, for which we calculate angular scattering patterns as a function of particle orientation and for ensembles of particles.
INTRODUCTION
In surface nonlinear light scattering (NLS), a second-harmonic (SH) or sum-frequency field is generated at a buried interfacial structure and scattered in a wide angular pattern [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The intrinsic surface sensitivity of the technique, combined with the possibility of retrieving spatial and chemical information from interfaces buried in a solid or a dispersion, has been applied to many systems. Second-harmonic generation (SHG) and sum-frequency generation (SFG) scattering have been applied in the study of colloidal suspensions [1, 2, 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , vesicles [3, 22, 23] , and nanocrystallites [5, [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Theoretical developments have so far mainly focused on NLS from spherical particles [6, 25, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Treatments have been developed for the small-particle limit [31, 33] and for the limit of small index of refraction difference (the RayleighGans-Debye [RGD] approximation) [6, 34, 36] . Exact formulations using the Mie theory exist for both SHG and SFG [29, 33, 35, 38] . Furthermore, the effect of spatially nonhomogeneous excitation has been studied [40] . One particular property observed is that the symmetry of spherical particles result in convenient polarization selection rules, which have a direct relation to selection rules applied in nonlinear experiments conducted on planar interfaces [6, 34, 36] . For instance, the ability to separate chiral from nonchiral contributions by selecting the appropriate combination of input and output polarizations applies equally well to planar interfaces as to the suspension of spherical particles.
Many soft matter systems, however, are far from ideal. Polydispersity and shape deviations can cause disturbances in the scattering signal. Also, many soft matter systems are inherently nonspherical. Fluid vesicles, for instance, have fixed area-to-volume ratios depending on osmotic pressure. As a result, such objects display equilibrium shapes that can significantly deviate from a spherical shape [41] . Also, many virus capsids formed by self-assembly are nonspherical.
These may range from slight deviations, as in the case of the cow-pea mosaic virus, human immunodeficiency virus, and herpes simplex [42] , to completely different symmetries such as the cylindrical tobacco mosaic virus [43] .
Recent treatments of NLS for nonspherical particles have shown that deviations from a spherical geometry impact the NLS pattern [37, 44, 45] : experimental evidence [2, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] shows that nonspherical particles exhibit different radiation modes than those expected for perfect spheres [31] . Selection rules for nanoparticles of different shapes have been derived by Finazzi et al. [51] .
In this paper, we present a study of the effects of nonspherical particle shapes on the scattering pattern. We present a general method to predict and select signal from different surface components of arbitrarily shaped particles. Furthermore, we present a numerical method to calculate scattering patterns from arbitrarily shaped surfaces. We pay special attention to the class of azimuthally symmetric particles, and finally, we treat scattering from ellipsoidal particles, considering both single particles and ensembles of particles.
THEORY
We are interested in the angular distribution of light scattered from nonlinear optical processes at particle surfaces of arbitrary shape. A general framework for this type of scattering was introduced with the effective particle susceptibility [34] , which describes the nonlinear response of a particle as a whole and condenses the effects of geometry into a single term. In order to obtain applicable results, which still apply to a broad range of colloidal soft matter systems, we impose the following restrictions on our treatment: first, we concentrate only on scatterers of which only the interface generates a nonlinear response, i.e., a centrosymmetric particle of which the bulk nonlinear quadrupole response is negligible compared to the nonlinear surface dipole response. The latter is expected to hold when there is a difference in molecular ordering between surface and bulk molecules or when the surface consists of a different species altogether [52] . Second, we assume a negligible index of refraction difference between scatterer and surrounding media. Finally, we take the surface layer as locally isotropic.
In this paper, we simulate the NLS pattern from either a single scatterer or an ensemble of scatterers located at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system ðx; y; zÞ. The input fields are plane waves propagating in the ðx; zÞ plane of the form E n ¼ E n u n e ik n ·r , where subscripts n ¼ 0; 1; 2 denote the participating waves in decreasing order of photon energy, starting at 0 for the (scattered) sum-frequency field. E n is the field amplitude, u n is the unit polarization vector, and k n is the wave vector of the corresponding wave n. For all fields and polarizations, an implicit time dependence e −iω n t is assumed, with ω n the oscillation frequency. Figure 1 shows an overview of the scattering geometry. The wave vectors k 1 and k 2 of the incoming electromagnetic waves lie in the ðx; zÞ plane. The angle between k 2 and the positive z axis is α, the "opening" angle between k 1 and k 2 is β. The angle α is chosen so that the sum k 0 0 ¼ k 1 þ k 2 lies along the positive z axis. The nonlinear scattered wave, of wave vector k 0 , is calculated for every angle θ with the positive z axis. The scattering vector q is defined as k 0 − k 0 0 . The vector u n can either be parallel (p polarization) or perpendicular (s polarization) to the plane defined by k 0 and k 0 0 . In our geometry, we choose this plane to coincide with the ðx; zÞ plane. Finally, we introduce the particle coordinate system ðx 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 Þ, relative to which the components of Γ ð2Þ (introduced below) will be defined. In the case of SHG scattering, the incoming beams are degenerate and generally collinear waves, so that k 1 ¼ k 2 , and as a consequence, α ¼ β ¼ 0.
The nonlinear optical response is usually described in terms of a nonlinear polarization. For a locally excited second-order surface process, the coupling of two incoming electric fields with the surface susceptibility χ ð2Þ generates the second-order polarization P ð2Þ 0 , given by
where E 1;2 are the input fields. The nonlinear surface susceptibility χ ð2Þ is a third-rank tensor, whose components reflect the local material symmetry. The scattered electromagnetic field is determined by integrating the nonlinear polarization with respect to the particle surface. A useful tool for determining the scattered amplitude is the reciprocity theorem, which exploits time reversibility of electromagnetic waves. The application of reciprocity on NLS has been introduced by Roke et al. [34] . In short, the scattered electric-field amplitude can be calculated using
Here, E 0 is the scattered electric field at the detector, and u 0 is the polarization direction to be sampled, where Ã denotes the complex conjugate. Integration is carried out over the volume of the scatterer. E 0 0 is a hypothetical electric field at the scatterer, resulting from a unity strength point dipole at the position of the detector.
It is often convenient to introduce an (angle-dependent) effective particle susceptibility Γ ð2Þ , which represents the nonlinear response of a scatterer regarded as a single entity. The relation between the effective particle susceptibility and the interacting electromagnetic waves is then given by
where k 0;1;2 are the wave vectors of the interacting electromagnetic fields. The components of Γ ð2Þ reflect the combined symmetry of the scatterer and interacting electromagnetic fields [9] . As a consequence of this combined symmetry, the response from a spherical scatterer, despite possessing inversion symmetry, does not vanish necessarily due to the symmetry breaking of the electromagnetic fields. The electric fields E 1;2 should be regarded as incoming fields without near-field corrections, since these corrections have been absorbed into Γ ð2Þ , which represents the nonlinear optical properties of the scatterer as a whole.
The coordinate system in which the tensor Γ ð2Þ is defined does not necessarily coincide with the laboratory frame. Usually, a coordinate system is chosen, which optimizes mathematical simplicity, [36] or one that lines up with the principal axis of the scatterer [37] .
A commonly used approximation in describing NLS is the RGD approximation, in which the difference in the index of refraction between scatterers and their environment is neglected. As a result, incoming electric fields are left undistorted, which eliminates the need for near-field corrections. Although RGD is not suited for cases where a large index of refraction difference is present, such as in the case of metal particles or aerosols, a comparison of RGD results with exact calculations on spherical particles shows that for a smallparticle radius (<300 nm) and/or small index of refraction differences (Δn < 0:1), the RGD approximation is suitable [19, 20, 38] .
In the RGD approximation, there is no difference between the local fields in Eq. (1) and the uncorrected fields in Eq. (3), and we can write an explicit expression for the components of Γ ð2Þ : Fig. 1 . Left: overview of scattering geometry. A particle (or ensemble of particles) positioned at the origin is illuminated by two source beams at an opening angle β. Right: coordinate systems ð⊥; ∥; ∥ 0 Þ and ðx 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 Þ, relative to which the tensors χ ð2Þ and Γ ð2Þ are defined. 
where e j;k;l are the unit vectors spanning the Cartesian coordinate frame of Γ ð2Þ . Integration is carried out over all positions on the surface of the particle. Because the surface susceptibility χ ð2Þ is defined relative to the surface normal, the value of the contraction e · χ ð2Þ ∶ee varies with the position on the surface.
In its most general form, the nonlinear susceptibility tensor χ ð2Þ is a third-rank tensor, which consists of 27 elements. For an isotropic surface, all but 13 elements vanish. Of the 13 remaining components, only seven components are independent:
. In the case of SHG, χ 2 ¼ χ 3 , χ 5 ¼ 0, and χ 6 ¼ −χ 7 , so that only four components remain. The indices (⊥, ∥, and ∥ 0 ) denote the normal direction n and two mutually orthogonal tangential directions, v and w, respectively. The three unit vectors ðn; v; wÞ form a right-handed coordinate system. Thus, for an isotropic surface, Eq. (4) reduces to
where δ jk is the Kronecker delta symbol, and ϵ jkl the completely antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor. Here, we have used the identity δ jk ¼ n j n k þ v j v k þ w j w k that follows from e j ¼ n j nþ v j v þ w j w. For the chiral contribution, we used the identity n j ϵ jkl ¼ v k w l − v l w k , which is derived from n ¼ v × w, and the relations χ
, and χ
The terms A jkl , B jk , and C j are expressions that result from the integration over the surface of the scatterer and depend on the value of q:
Furthermore, we can write C in a familiar form by applying the divergence theorem
where F is the linear, volume scattering form factor given by [53, 54] FðqÞ ¼
Thus, the nonlinear form factor C is directly related to the linear form factor F. Consequentially, for any particle with a closed, homogeneous surface, C is zero when q is zero from Eq. (9) . Since in many cases χ 1 is small [39, 55, 56] , the linear form factor immediately yields a rough estimate for the form of the nonlinear scattering pattern due to the dominance of C in this case.
The components of A and B are symmetric with respect to index permutation (e.g., A zxx ¼ A xzx ¼ A xxz ). Furthermore, from Eqs. (6)- (8), we can extract the following sum rules:
where f ðqÞ is the linear surface form factor, i.e., the linear scattering form factor of a closed hollow shell. Thus, although A has 27 elements, at most seven of those elements are independent. Similarly, of the nine components of B, only six are independent, five if f ðqÞ is known. Thus for NLS, the scattering process is described by 14 scattering functions, e.g., seven from A jkl , five from B jk , and one each from FðqÞ and f ðqÞ, whereas for linear optical scattering, it is described by only one scattering function: FðqÞ. Furthermore, Eqs. (9)- (12) show that the scattering functions associated with the achiral surface (A jkl and C j ) are related to the bulk form factor, while the scattering functions associated with the chiral surface are related to the surface form factor.
Though in general Γ ð2Þ consists, just like χ ð2Þ , of 27 components. Equation (5) determines which χ ð2Þ elements can contribute to an element of Γ ð2Þ : χ 1 may appear in any Γ ð2Þ component, χ 2;3;4 can only contribute to Γ ð2Þ elements that have at least two equal indices, while χ 5;6;7 can only contribute to those elements that have at least two unequal indices.
The expression for scattered field amplitudes are also simplified for an isotropic surface:
The dependence of the above expression on dot and cross products of polarization vectors allows us to rule out contributions of certain χ ð2Þ elements to the signal of a given polarization combination. For instance, the contribution of χ 4 to the scattered signal vanishes for all but the ppp and pss polarization combinations. For the sps, ssp, spp, and sss polarizations, its contribution vanishes since C points along q and u 0 is perpendicular to q for the s output polarization. For the pps and psp configurations, the dot product u 1 · u 2 is zero, since p and s polarization are mutually perpendicular, so that the χ 4 contribution also vanishes. Table 1 shows the full selection rules for arbitrarily shaped particles: þ denotes an allowed contribution to the signal of a certain polarization, − a vanishing contribution. þþ denotes an allowed contribution that is also allowed for a spherical particle.
The main consequence of Eq. (13) is the ability to enhance or suppress certain signals by changing the experimental geometry. For instance, for E ppp , the contributions from χ 4 and χ 5 directly relate to the values of u 1 · u 2 and u 1 × u 2 . By choosing an opening angle of 90°or 0°, the signal from χ 4 or χ 5 can be suppressed, respectively. Note that this effect cannot be exploited for polarization combinations for which u 1 · u 2 or u 1 × u 2 do not depend on the opening angle, e.g., the pss combination (for which u 1 · u 2 ¼ 1) or the psp combination (for which ju 1 × u 2 j ¼ 1).
SCATTERING FROM PARTICLES WITH ARBITRARY SHAPES AND SIMPLE SURFACES
There is a straightforward relation between nonlinear scattering function C and the linear scattering form factor F given by Eq. (9) . When the scattering function C is the only contributor to the NLS signal, i.e., in the case of an achiral surface for which χ 1 ¼ 0, we can completely describe our NLS pattern in terms of the linear scattering form factor. The constraint χ 1 ¼ 0 is valid in a large number of cases.
The most common occurrence for which χ 1 ¼ 0 is based on the molecular order at an interface [39, 56, 57] . The strength of χ 1 depends on the orientation distribution function pðθ 0 Þ of molecules at an interface as
where pðθ 0 Þ is the orientation distribution of interfacial molecules as a function of the angle θ 0 of the main axis of a molecule with respect to the surface normal, and P 3 is the third order Legendre polynomial. The integral vanishes when pðθ 0 Þ is broadly distributed or when it is tightly distributed around an angle of 39:2°. In both of these cases, χ 1 is zero.
The value of χ 1 can also be zero as a result of symmetry arguments. For the symmetric stretch vibration of methylene (CH 2 ) or water, for instance, the molecular hyperpolarizability components β ÞE DC;⊥ also vanishes by symmetry for an isotropic bulk [56, 58] .
When we use the relation C ¼ iqF and
where jqj indicates the length of the scattering vector q. The above equations are exact for achiral interfaces with χ 1 ¼ 0. In the case of an achiral interface for which χ 1 is not zero, the above expression may serve as a first order approximation of the scattering pattern, especially when χ 1 is small compared to other χ ð2Þ elements.
SCATTERING FROM ELLIPSOIDAL PARTICLES
Even in the least symmetric case, certain components of χ
only contribute to a limited number of Γ ð2Þ components. Additional symmetry may further constrain these contributions.
Of particular interest are scatterers that possess azimuthal symmetry such as cylinders, ellipsoids, and disks. These particles have a single axis of rotation symmetry, and we can describe their shape as a surface of revolution around this axis. The axis of symmetry defines a natural direction for z 0 of the Γ ð2Þ coordinate frame. We can freely choose the x 0 direction due to azimuthal symmetry. A convenient choice is to line up x 0 with the vector q and z 0 in a single plane, so that y 0 is always perpendicular to q. In this Section, we treat NLS from ellipsoidal particles as an example. A treatment of cylindrical particles can be found in [37] .
Any smooth particle with azimuthal symmetry can be constructed by creating a flat contour in the ðx 0 ; z 0 Þ plane and obtaining the surface of revolution around the z 0 axis. In the case of an ellipsoid, the surface of revolution of an ellipse, we can describe the resulting surface with r 0 ðtÞ ¼ Dðcos ϕ sin t; sin ϕ sin t; ρ cos tÞ, where t is a parametrization parameter, ϕ is the parameter arising from rotation around the z 0 axis, D is the radius of the particle equator, and ρ is the aspect ratio of the ellipsoid. For prolate ellipsoids, this ratio is larger than unity, while for oblate particles it is smaller than unity.
Because of the relation C ¼ iqFðqÞ from Eq. (9), we can immediately write down the expression for C from the linear scattering form factor found in the literature [59] :
where q x 0 and q z 0 are the projection of q along the equator and along the symmetry axis, respectively. In our choice of coordinate system, we have set q y 0 ¼ 0. V is the volume of 
To construct expressions for A and B, we require an expression of the local surface normal, as well as an expression for d 2 r 0 in terms of our parametrization. The local surface normal for an ellipsoid is given by
We can isolate the integration over ϕ from this double integral. In general, the azimuthal part is an integration over trigonometric terms and an exponential:
Here, h and k are integer indices, which satisfy h þ k ≤ 3. For even k, the possible values of Kðh; kÞ are given in Table 2 , where J n is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n.
The integral vanishes when k is odd [37] , which is the case for A y 0 y 0 y 0 and when the A, B, or C element has a single y 0 index (e.g., B x 0 y 0 ¼ 0). As a result, the number of independent components of A is further reduced from seven to four if FðqÞ is known (since also
, and from five to three independent components of B (B x 0 x 0 , B y 0 y 0 , B z 0 z 0 , and B x 0 z 0 ) if f ðqÞ is known. Thus, for particles with azimuthal symmetry, the number of relevant scattering functions is reduced from 14 to 9.
The above relations hold for any smooth particle with azimuthal symmetry. For this class of particles, the constraint on y 0 indices leads to a complete separation of chiral (coupled to Γ ð2Þ by B) and achiral (coupled by A and C) contributions. Achiral χ ð2Þ components can only couple to Γ ð2Þ components with zero or two y 0 indices, while chiral components require exactly one y 0 index. For example, when calculating the contribution of χ 5 to a Γ ð2Þ component (i.e., Γ ð2Þ jkl ¼ χ 5 P m ϵ klm B jm ), consider the first index j of the Γ ð2Þ component: if j ¼ y 0 , then the term n · e y 0 leads to a factor sin ϕ in the integral of Eq. (7). For the second term of this integral, n · e m ¼ n · ðe k × e l Þ due to the tensor ϵ klm . This term n · ðe k × e l Þ should therefore also contribute a factor sin ϕ, so that k for Kðh; kÞ is an even number. This requirement is satisfied only when the two remaining indices are x 0 and z 0 . For example, for Γ 
Although the above integral is too complex for a direct evaluation, it is possible to expand the first denominator as well as the exponential term in terms of cos t. For the exponential, this expansion becomes
where we have used the identity
ð2nÞ! . Of the two terms between brackets, only a single term leads to a relevant contribution, since the integral over t evaluates to a nonvanishing value only for the even powers of cos t. In the expressions for A and B, different denominators appear. The denominator in the expression for A can be expanded as
while the denominator appearing in the expressions for B can be expanded as
The expressions for A jkl and B jk contain double summations corresponding to contributions from Eqs. (25) and (26) or Eqs. (25) and (27) . These double summations now lead to solvable integral expressions of the type 
where j L ðzÞ is a spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order L and n!! ¼ nðn − 2Þðn − 4Þ… is the double factorial of n. For the function A x 0 y 0 y 0 , the final expression becomes
Mðn; hÞ
with V ¼ 4πD 3 ρ=3 the volume of a single scatterer. The expression for Mðn; hÞ is given in Table 3 , along with the final forms of the other scattering integrals. Note that there are 9 independent scattering functions, since C x 0 =q x 0 ¼ C z 0 =q z 0 , following from Eq. (9).
The two indices n and h represent expansions around ρ ¼ 1 and q z 0 ρD ¼ 0, respectively. The leading-order term with n ¼ 0 and h ¼ 0, together with ρ ¼ 1, represents a spherical particle for which q lies entirely along the x 0 direction. In this limit, Table 4 in Appendix A). Figure 2 shows angular NLS patterns for ellipsoids of the aspect ratio ρ ¼ 2 and volume equal to that of a sphere of a 500 nm radius. These patterns were simulated for incoming waves of wavelengths λ 1 ¼ 800 nm and λ 2 ¼ 3447 nm, an opening angle of 15°and surface components χ 1 ¼ 1. All waves are polarized in the scattering plane (p polarization). We show scattering patterns for rotated particles with their main axis in the xy plane [ Fig. 2(a) ], the xz plane [ Fig. 2(b) ], and the yz plane [ Fig. 2(c)] .
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In all cases, the scattering patterns show a minimum for jqj ¼ 0, which is typical for NLS patterns. The angles at which the first maximum appears depends on the projected length l of the scatterer on the x axis. For a rotation in the yz plane, this projection does not change, and therefore the position of the first scattering maxima remains unaltered. In the case of a rotation in the xy or xz plane, however, the first maximum moves towards lower scattering angles as the projected length increases. The position of the first maximum can be compared to that of a spherical scatterer under the same circumstances: the apparent radius of such a spherical scatterer is equal to l=2.
In addition to a change in the scattering pattern, the total scattered intensity decreases with increased projection length. This means that even for an ensemble of ellipsoids with an isotropic orientational distribution, the contribution of each ellipsoid to the overall signal depends heavily on orientation. As a result, a subset of the particles in such an ensemble will be dominant. Figure 3 shows simulations of the scattering pattern from an ensemble of randomly oriented ellipsoids at different aspect ratios. From blue to red, the aspect ratio increases from spherical (ρ ¼ 1) to prolate [ρ ¼ 5, Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) ] or oblate [ρ ¼ 0:2, Figs. 3(b) and 3(d) ]. For each ensemble, the surface areas of the particle was kept constant at πμm 2 , which is the surface area equivalent to a sphere of 500 nm radius. The simulated geometry was the same as that of Fig. 2 . Shown are the ppp [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] and psp [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) ] polarization configurations.
For the ppp polarization combination, only a subset of all particles in the ensemble, those that have a low projection length, have high intensity contributions to the ensemble. Therefore, the scattering pattern of these particles dominates the angular distribution of the ensemble pattern. Because the surface area is kept constant, the radius D at the equator of the particle decreases as the aspect ratio increases. The first maximum of the scattering pattern therefore moves to higher scattering angles as the aspect ratio increases. Furthermore, the second scattering maximum becomes more smeared out, until it finally disappears. In contrast to the ppp polarization configuration, the psp case is not allowed for spherical particles (see Table 1 ). Some signal appears, however, as soon as spherical symmetry is broken. The insets in Fig. 3 show the overall scattered in-plane intensity as a function of the aspect ratio. For the ppp polarization combination, this intensity changes slightly as the aspect ratio changes, while for the psp case, the intensity reaches a maximum for ρ ≈ 2:2 (ρ ≈ 0:4) for the prolate (oblate) case, and then decreases again.
Finally, Fig. 4 compares NLS from several different shapes. Here, we simulated light scattering from single particles, which have their reference system (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) lined up with the laboratory coordinate system (x, y, z, see Fig. 1 ). Figures 4(a)-4(d) show the different shapes along with their reference coordinate system. We have chosen a sphere [ Fig. 4(a) ], a cylinder [ Fig. 4(b) ], a tetrapod [ Fig. 4(c) ], and a horse [ Fig. 4(d) ] as shapes to be simulated. We have chosen the tetrapod structure since the processes that allow nanoparticles to grow in this shape are highly surface-dependent [60, 61] , while the horse shape serves as an illustration of a truly arbitrary particle shape. Figure 4(e) shows the NLS in the pss polarization combination for each of the four shapes, with surface susceptibility components χ 4 ¼ 1 and all other components set to zero. All scattering patterns have been calculated using the numerical method described in Appendix C. The scattering patterns for the sphere (black, solid curve) and cylinder (black, dashed curve) are symmetrical due to their symmetry with respect to the experimental geometry. Both the tetrapod and the horse are asymmetric with respect to the experimental geometry, and therefore their scattering patterns are as well (gray, solid curve and gray, dashed curve, respectively). Moreover, both show an increased intensity at higher scattering angles, since the smaller substructures (stalks of the tetrapod, legs and head of the horse) of these shapes scatter to higher angles. From blue to red, the aspect ratio increases from ρ ¼ 1 (spherical) to ρ ¼ 5 for prolate ellipsoids and decreases from ρ ¼ 1 to ρ ¼ 0:2 for oblate ellipsoids. Scattering patterns were calculated for an isotropic distribution of ellipsoids with a surface area of πμm 2 , which is equivalent to that of a sphere with a 500 nm radius. The source wavelengths were λ 1 ¼ 800 nm and λ 2 ¼ 3447 nm, while the opening angle β was 15°. For all calculations, χ 1 was set to 1. The graphs show the ppp (a)-(b) and psp (c)-(d) polarization combinations, whereas the insets show the angle-integrated scattered intensity versus aspect ratio. Fig. 1 ). Each of these shapes has been rescaled so that the total surface area is πμm 2 , equivalent to that of a sphere of a 500 nm radius. (e) Shows the simulated scattering patterns for the sphere (black solid curve), cylinder (black dashed curve), tetrapod (gray solid curve), and horse (gray dashed curve). All scattering patterns have been rescaled to their maximum intensity.
CONCLUSION
In summary, we have shown that nonspherical particles yield a more complex scattering behavior than their spherical counterparts. Despite this increase in complexity, the scattering patterns from these particles still follow a common set of properties as long as their surfaces are isotropic and the particles are index-matched with respect to the environment.
We have shown that for NLS, the scattering process can be described by 14 scattering functions, which can be divided into eight achiral functions, i.e., seven from A jkl and one from FðqÞ and six chiral functions, i.e. five from B jk and one from f ðqÞ. This is in contrast to linear light scattering, where a single scattering function, FðqÞ, suffices.
In many practical cases, the nonlinear form factor of an arbitrarily shaped particle with a nonchiral, isotropic surface layer may be purely described by the linear form factor according to the relation C ¼ iqF. This relation provides a first, rough estimate for the NLS pattern from a scatterer and may be of use in nonlinear microscopy [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] , where the shape of a scatterer may not be known a priori. Conversely, the linear RGD form factor of a particle can be easily obtained numerically using the relation F ¼ C j =ðiq j Þ and the surface integration method described in Appendix C.
For any class of particle, it is possible to augment or suppress the chiral surface response with respect to the nonchiral surface response by varying the opening angle between source beams. This property has been previously demonstrated for spherical particles [36] ; here we have shown its generalization to particles of arbitrary shape. For particles that possess symmetry around a single rotation axis (azimuthal symmetry), we show that further selection rules apply. In this case, it is possible to choose a coordinate system for Γ ð2Þ , so that the chiral and achiral contributions are completely separated.
The result for ensembles of ellipsoidal particles show that the overall scattered intensity is dominated by particles at certain orientations: particles that are oriented with their smallest dimension along the x axis of the laboratory frame contribute the highest intensity to the overall signal. A similar observation was made for cylindrical particles [37] . For cylinders, however, the distinction can be made between contributions from the sides and from the caps of the cylinder, where the more intense contribution originates from the sides, and the less intense one from the caps. Similarly, for prolate ellipsoids, the dominant contribution originates from the sides (i.e., the area near the equator) of the particles. Therefore, an SFG spectrum measured from such an ensemble will predominantly show the signature of molecules present in this area, which may be of importance for particles with inhomogeneous surface coverage, e.g., vesicles containing phospholipids with a preferential curvature [67] .
The RGD approximation used here requires index matching between the scatterer and its surrounding media. Therefore, this approximation is generally valid only for systems in which the index of refraction difference is small, such as vesicle suspensions, aqueous suspensions of biological (i.e., mostly dielectric) particles or domains within a material that consist of different phases (e.g., crystalline domains embedded in an amorphous solid [27] ). For particles that do not have a negligible index of refraction difference, such as metallic particles, more sophisticated models have to be used [18] [19] [20] 34, 38] .
APPENDIX A: NLS FROM CYLINDRICAL AND SPHERICAL PARTICLES
SH scattering from cylindrical particles has been treated in an earlier publication [37] . Table 4 shows the scattering functions A jkl , B jk , and C j for cylindrical particles as well as those for spherical particles. V is the particle volume (V ¼ πD 2 L and V ¼ 4πR 3 =3, respectively), and K n ¼ sinðq z 0 L=2Þ q z 0 L=2 J n ðq x 0 DÞ ðq x 0 DÞ n , where J n is the (regular) Bessel function of the first kind. For the cylinder, the definitions for q x 0 and q z 0 are identical to those of the ellipsoid. For the sphere, q is the length of the scattering vector q, which always lies along a symmetry axis. For the cylinder, A z 0 z 0 z 0 , B z 0 z 0 , and C z 0 arise only from both end caps, while the remaining elements arise only from the side of the cylinder.
The expressions listed in Table 4 are equivalent to those derived for cylindrical [37] and spherical particles [6, 9, 31, 36, 37] . The particle coordinate system for cylindrical particles is similar to that of ellipsoidal particles, so that the z 0 axis lines up with the symmetry axis of the particle. The x 0 axis then points along the projection of q on the equatorial plane of the particle. Since for a spherical particle, every axis is a symmetry axis, z 0 is chosen so that it points along q, with x 0 and y 0 two mutually orthogonal directions perpendicular to z 0 .
APPENDIX B: ELLIPSOIDAL PARTICLES: SMALL-PARTICLE LIMIT
For particles for which the largest dimension is much smaller than the sum-frequency wavelength (k 0 ρD ≪ 1), expansion terms ðq z 0 ρDÞ 2h become negligible for h > 0. Furthermore, as q x 0 D approaches zero, the value of κ m ðq x 0 DÞ approaches 1=ð2m þ 1Þ!!. Table 5 shows the expression for A jkl , B jk , and C j in the small-particle limit. The first column shows the full expression for arbitrary ρ, while the latter three columns show the expressions when ρ approaches zero (pancake), one (sphere), and infinity (infinitely long rod), respectively. 
APPENDIX C: NUMERICAL APPROXIMATIONS
Equation (5) is inconvenient to evaluate in all but the most favorable cases. For more complicated particles, it is more convenient to resort to a numerical evaluation of the scattering integral in Eq. (4). We can approximate any smooth surface by a collection of tesselated triangles. For every triangle we can determine its position, area, and surface normal. We can therefore evaluate the integrals given by Eqs. (6)- (8) for every triangle, and sum the results coherently.
Let us first consider the form factor of a single triangle, which consists of three vertices given by r 0 ¼ a, b, and c. A vector perpendicular to this triangle can be constructed by taking the cross product ðξ × ηÞ=2, where ξ ¼ b − a and η ¼ c − a. The length of this constant vector is equal to the triangle surface area, while the direction gives the surface normal. Any point on this triangle may be written as r 0 ¼ a þ hξ þ kη, where h and k are scaling parameters, for which k ∈ ½0; 1 and h ∈ ½0; 1 − k. The vertices of r 0 ¼ a, b or c can be described, e.g., by ðh; kÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ, ð1; 0Þ, or ð0; 1Þ, respectively. The infinitesimal surface element dr 0 is a parallelogram whose magnitude is d 2 r 0 ¼ jξ × ηjdhdk. Thus, the surface form factor, f T of a single triangle can be written as an integral over the phase factor expðiq · r 0 Þ:
¼ e iq·a jξ × ηj ðq · ξÞðe iq·η − 1Þ þ ðq · ηÞðe iq·ξ − 1Þ ½q · ðξ − ηÞðq · ξÞðq · ηÞ :
We can expand f T in terms of ξ and η:
Note that the first term is simply the product of the phase factor and the triangle area. Thus, as long as both q · ξ ≪ 1 and q · η ≪ 1, we can take the phase of any vertex as the form factor.
Finally, we obtain the full scattering functions by performing the coherent sum over all triangles: 
where m enumerates over all M triangles that span the surface of a particle. All numerical calculations presented in this article have been verified using the above method. 
